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t was an exciting and fruitful year of Mission Ministry
at Church of the Resurrection. We experienced
growth in almost every area of ministry. You donated
more time and resources — meaning we were able to
serve more people with gifts of furniture, food, books,
clothing and household items than in any previous
year. Because of the generosity of this congregation,
we were able to respond to a record number of
disasters; providing immediate relief to hurricane
victims in Haiti, Texas and Puerto Rico; places where
we continue to send teams and assist with rebuilding
churches, homes and lives.
More children were reached globally through your

NEW! RESURRECTION
MISSION SPACES
The 2017 opening of Building A created three new
Mission Ministries spaces:

A PLACE TO SERVE
Our lower level space houses five onsite ministries,
and special events like JOY in Serving and the school
supply drive. From entry-level engagement to ongoing
weekly sorting sessions, you’ll find a flurry of volunteer
activity happening throughout every week.

A PLACE TO CONNECT
Located near the southwest doors of the Sanctuary
and staffed for weekend worship, the Mission
Engagement Space is a one-stop shop for information
and connection. Kiosks are available for quick website
access and registration, and video screens highlight
current events.

A PLACE TO DONATE
Drop off your donations of food, computers, books,
or gently-used clothing and household items in the
designated space inside the SW doors of Building A
any time the church doors are open.
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sponsorship of children in South Africa, Malawi and
Honduras. Thousands more families in Malawi have
access to clean water. Your compassion moved you to
respond generously to the Syrian refugee crisis. Youth
aging out of foster care have a future with hope thanks
to you.
Finally, we celebrate new mission serving, connection
and donation spaces with the opening of our new
building. You can read the highlights in the pages that
follow. We are grateful for everyone across our four
campuses — children, youth and adults — who took
to heart the vision to be used by God to transform the
world!

COLLECTIONS

COLLECTIONS
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MY FATHER’S HOUSE

• 70 metro area agencies
• 5,500 served
than 38,000 volunteer
• more
hours

CLOTHING AND MORE
The move into the lower level of the new building
affords our volunteers the opportunity to serve right
onsite. To augment our daily donations, we held two
special drop off events in our new location. In response
to the generosity of our congregation, the Clothing
and More team spent 3,500 hours sorting and
distributing 45,693 pounds of clothing and household
items through our network of 22 partner agencies,
ultimately meeting the needs of more than 13,000
people in the Kansas City metro.

FURNISHINGS
My Father’s House partners with 70 metro area
agencies, providing 5,500 individuals moving from
transitional to permanent housing with donated
furniture and household items. This year, volunteers
logged over 38,000 hours of service.
The ministry also opened a new sewing room at
the warehouse location where donated linens are
transformed into usable sheet sets. A team of
volunteers completed the project using donations and
recycled materials to create a warm and functional
ministry space.
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REZLIFE
KIDS COR

REZLIFE
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260 students and leaders
served on 5 trips —
middle schoolers
in Kansas City and
high school students
in Dallas, Denver, Chicago
and Honduras
The 2017 Confirmation class
donated 5,000 rolls
of toilet paper and $1000
for My Father’s House
furnishings ministry

KiDSCOR
A fun day of meal-packing provided
food for individuals and families in
need across the globe.

Vacation Bible Camp kids
once again partnered with
Mission Ministries and raised
$11,771 for the Juan Wesley
School in Honduras
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RACIAL JUSTICE

ALLIES FOR RACIAL JUSTICE

FAITHWORK

Sadly, the Kansas City community, and our own
Methodist denomination, were developed and shaped
in ways that segregated us. The Allies for Racial Justice
believe that bridging the racial divide starts by building
relationships and establishing friendships. Leaders
from St. James UMC and Church of the Resurrection
began meeting regularly in late 2016 to plan activities

bringing together individuals from both congregations.
The team hosted informative events focused on
education and the protests in Charlottesville, VA. Social
events provided opportunities for fellowship as we
enjoyed “Dressing to the Nines” with the KC Royals,
conversation and food at a fall cookout, and cheered
on the Chiefs at a watch party.

FAITHWORK
More than
2,000 volunteers
in 2017!

FaithWork grew in 2017, and more than 2000
individuals made an impact by serving others! On the
first Saturday of each month, teams were sent out
into Kansas City to serve meals, sort donations and
connect with neighbors. Other volunteers stayed
on site to participate in a wide variety of serving
opportunities. FaithWork Tuesday at Grow Night
focused on projects benefitting our Local Impact
Ministries, and special FaithWork events just for
elementary students gave families the chance to
serve together throughout the year and learn what
it means to help others. FaithWork partnered with
other Resurrection groups, such as KiDSCOR, rezlife,
and Women’s Ministry, coming together to create
serving opportunities as part of ongoing learning and
fellowship for those participants.
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2018 marks the 50th
anniversary of the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
We hope many will join us
as we reflect on
Dr. King’s ongoing impact
and as we continue this
important dialog

FOSTER, ADOPT, YOUTHRIVE
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FOSTER, ADOPT AND YOUTHRIVE
Teens who leave or “age out” of foster care face many
challenges as they adapt to adulthood. YOUTHRIVE
pairs these teens with support families that provide
guidance during this transition, empowering youth to
make good decisions and advocate for themselves.
This unique program, called MyPath, also offers
financial literacy courses, matched savings accounts
and independent housing support. Resurrection
not only provides support for these initiatives, 34
Resurrection members serve as support families and
work with teens to budget, solve housing issues, make
school and career plans, as well as participate in social
activities like cooking together, visiting parks or having
game nights.

34 Resurrection members
serve as support families,
helping teach about budgeting,
housing, school and career,
and engaging in social activities
with their foster families

“While in the program I have learned
a lot of things and overcome things
I didn’t expect, but I could not have
done this alone. I have had the greatest
mentors anybody could ask for.
They have inspired me to become a
better me, but what I love most about
my mentor isn’t what they do for me,
it’s their faith in God.”
NATALIE Z., YOUTHRIVE PARTICIPANT
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HUNGER

HUNGER
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Thanks to the generosity of our congregation and
community, the Hunger Ministry distributed more
than 63 tons of food in 2017. This included recordbreaking results for our two major food drives, the
Souper Bowl Drive in February which brought in 33
tons of food, and Neighborhood Food Drive in the fall
which encouraged congregants to reach out to their
neighbors and netted over 20 tons of food. Our loyal
“Hunger Stoppers” brought in donations each week to
help fill empty shelves throughout the city. Teams of
volunteers sorted and boxed the food into pallets, and
our devoted delivery crew loaded the truck monthly
and distributed the pallets to 19 area food pantries,
located on both sides of the state line — in urban,
suburban and rural areas. For thousands of struggling
families who wondered where their next meal was
coming from, your donations made a big impact.
Become a Hunger Stopper and help us stop hunger
in 2018!

58 deliveries providing
63 tons of food to
19 metro-area pantries
by 25 volunteers offering
over 500 man-hours
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EASTER OFFERING
COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION AWARD
Caring for people in our community with special needs
is an important priority for this church. In addition to
our own Matthew’s Ministry, which serves hundreds
of families every week (cor.org/matthews), Kansas
City greatly benefits from a number of outstanding
organizations that help people with special needs
develop life skills and gain greater independence.

Mission Medical Center and Ability KC in Kansas
City, MO. These grants provided equipment and
technology — often out of reach for parents of special
needs children — that is essential to helping these
children realize their fullest potential.

This year, you helped support the work of two
organizations transforming the lives of children with
special needs served by their therapeutic programs:
Two grants of $50,000 each were awarded to the Lee
Ann Britain Infant Development Center at Shawnee

EDUCATION
Resurrection’s Education Ministry
partnered with six metro-area
elementary schools to provide
resources that help students
overcome barriers to succeeding
academically.

153 tutors served
450 children;
45,150 books
were distributed;
Eyeglasses were
provided to 161 students

“…I can’t change what happened
in the past, but feel I can definitely help
the student get caught up so
he can succeed in the future.”
RESURRECTON VOLUNTEER TUTOR

BLESS THE SCHOOL
700 volunteers enhanced
Wendell Phillips Elementary through
painting classrooms and other spaces,
additional playground equipment
and hand-painted murals
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Helping children
with Special Needs
have a bright future

OTHER LOCAL MINISTRIES

OTHER LOCAL MINISTRIES

HOUSING &
CONSTRUCTION

47 beds for
17 families
in need

CHRISTMAS IN OCTOBER
241 volunteers participated in rehabilitating 20 homes
for low-income individuals across the metro area at
no cost to homeowners. Four other rehabilitated
homes during 2017 brought the total to 24 homes and
countless impacted lives.

COMPUTERS
Our Geeks 4 God volunteers refurbish donated
computers distributed to individuals in need, as well as
install computer labs at area schools, churches, health
organizations and other community and international
partners. The Computer Ministry refurbished 508
computers in 2017 and distributed them locally and
globally. The Computer Ministry also installed four
computer labs in the KC metro area.

NEW DAY PRISON MINISTRY
● 2017 launched a new Music Academy at the Lansing
Correctional Facility with three incredible concerts!
● 29 volunteers became
487 inmates
mentors, offering inspiration
completed
and hope as they reflect the
The Alpha Course,
love of Christ for
an introduction
incarcerated individuals.
to the Christian faith

BEDS
A good night of sleep contributes to academic success,
and the Beds Ministry continues to provide a new
mattress, bed frames, pajamas and bedding to kids aged
pre-k throuigh 12th grade who are referred by partner
schools and Big Brothers Big Sisters of KC. 301 students
received a bed or air mattress during 2017. The Beds
Ministry has been a blessing to many families served by
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Kansas City.

“Because of your Beds Ministry, students are
entering the building more focused with a
ready-to-learn attitude. Your ministry will have a
long-lasting effect on our students and families.”
ANGELA WRIGHT, PRINCIPAL AT W.A. WHITE
ELEMENTARY IN KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
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The Housing &
Construction Ministry
rehabilitated several
homes and built ramps
or other accessible
modifications at homes
for families with severely
disabled children.
Participants enjoyed
sharing their skills with
these children and their
families!

REGIONAL CAMPUSES
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REGIONAL CAMPUSES
WEST
● Continued the success of our Mega Mission with
a huge serve day of 353 participants for MLK Day,
a June serve day at My Father’s House, and 163
volunteers for a Bless the School at Ridgeview
Elementary. Over the course of three family-friendly
events, volunteers packed and painted, wrote notes
of encouragement, organized and sorted, celebrated
and shared fellowship, and so much more!
● Collected 338 bags of food at our Souper Bowl
drive and 161 boxes of food donations during the
Home Run for Hunger campaign. We were able
to service four local food pantries through the
generosity of our RezWest congregation.

JOY in Serving

● Sent a serve team to Cuidad España, Honduras to
bless the Juan Wesley School by engaging youth in
sports and equipping teachers to teach English.

● Served meals at KidsTLC and

● Our Backpacks for Hunger ministry provided
nutritious food for 140 students each week at our
partner school, Ridgeview Elementary.

Thanksgiving Meal Bags
● Adopted families at Christmas
● Donated toys for children in need
● Created a JOY Store at Ridgeview
Elementary enabling the children to
select gifts for their loved ones

● Other highlights include sponsoring two Christmas
in October houses, assembling flood buckets for
Hurricane Harvey victims, collecting 45 bins of food
and clothing over the year, and serving area food
pantries through our Bread Ministry.

DOWNTOWN
● We celebrate FaithWork Serve Days as an
opportunity to invite new people to engage in
the mission of the church. Close to 60 people
served at each FaithWork — five of whom were
first-timers — built relationships and served in
partnership with 12 community organizations.
● Started the very active Helping Hands
construction team — volunteers who regularly
use their specific carpentry skills for home repairs
and community projects. We also purchased a
trailer for storage and transportation of supplies
and tools.
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Ridgeview Elementary
● Collected and distributed 183

● International Serve Teams made significant
impacts in El Obraje, Honduras and Madisi,
Malawi. In El Obraje, we promoted the health
and well-being of families through concrete
floor projects, helped women discover purpose
through spiritual gifts discovery, and conducted
a youth sports camp. Our team in Madisi taught
pastors how to conduct new member classes and
also connected with ZOE children.
● We ended the year with a robust JOY in
Serving season, providing diapers, hats,
gloves, underwear, family care kits, bath sets,
Thanksgiving meals and more to individuals and
families through our community partners.

REGIONAL CAMPUSES

● Expanded our monthly FaithWork in 2017 to include
Drumm Farm, which provides housing, programs
and services for foster families.

A new trailer
purchased in
2017 at Rez
Downtown.

● Packed hunger BackSnacks for two Blue Springs
schools, serving up to 25 students at Paul Kinder
Middle School and 15 students at Lucy Franklin
Elementary. We also provided hygiene items and
Thanksgiving meals.
● Increased number of tutors from 5 to 13 at our
partner school, Wendell Phillips Elementary.
Volunteers also painted the school and developed
prayer partners with the staff.
● Held two large events with 108 volunteers packing
10,800 meals for Rise Against Hunger and 90
people assembled 1350 hygiene kits for Heart to
Heart International.

● Volunteers were mobilized to meet with
Refugee families yearning for human
● Began a 3-year sponsorship of a ZOE workgroup
connection and to help equip them to succeed
comprised of around 80 orphans. We will send
as they settle in Kansas City. Super volunteer
a serve team to Malawi and visit the children in 2018.
Julie Doane led the way, modeling what it
● Served alongside Rez Downtown through JOY in
means to build relationships with refugee
Serving, providing
families and creating connections for
rabbits, cooking pots
others to use their time and gifts to serve.
A special highlight was serving
and construction tools
along with the Blue Springs
● At the heart of our desire to serve refugee
to ZOE and served
campus to bless 325 students
families are our school partnerships. We
other community
and 57 staff with gifts and an
partner in a variety of capacities, including
partners with meals,
afternoon celebration at Wendell
tutoring and supporting teachers at
donations and
Phillips. Over 40 volunteers
Wendell Phillips Elementary and East High
volunteer service over
brought the JOY of the season
School in the KCMO school district.
the holiday season.
to our partner school.
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BLUE SRINGS

DISASTER RESPONSE

DISASTER RESPONSE: HAITI
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From late 2016 through
2017, the United States and
Caribbean experienced one
of the most devastating
hurricane seasons ever
recorded. You responded
generously, beginning
with $200,000 of the 2016
Candlelight Christmas Eve
offering devoted to relief and
rebuilding after Hurricane
Matthew struck Haiti. Then
in 2017, you donated more
than $400,000 providing
assistance for those impacted
by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma
and Maria.

On October 4, 2016, category 4 Hurricane Matthew
slammed into the southern coast of the Tiburon
Peninsula of Haiti, the first major hurricane in 52 years.
At least 210,000 homes were either destroyed or
severely damaged — approximately 90% of homes in
the hardest hit communities. In the same areas, about
90% of the coconut trees and entire coffee and cocoa
plantations were destroyed, and over 350,000 animals
in the area were killed. This area of the country was
unreachable and inaccessible (except via helicopter)
for several weeks following the hurricane. Resurrection
has been partnering with the Methodist Church of
Haiti and Heart to Heart International since then to
provide funds for various needs:
l Seeds (corn, beans, yams) to replant the fields
destroyed by the hurricane
l Emergency food rations to fill the gap until new
crops can be established
l Funds to purchase shovels, rakes, etc. — all items
lost in the storm
12

l Tarps for families to temporarily roof their homes to
protect them from the elements
l Rebuild churches — some schools meeting in the
churches during the week until their school can
be re-built
l Church construction:complete in Bon-bon,
Joilibois, Tete Source; and a church and preschool
still under construction in Ravine Seche

DISASTER RESPONSE

DISASTER RESPONSE: PUERTO RICO
Our initial response to the Puerto Rico crisis included:
● $10,000 to be used toward food and water shortly
after the hurricane struck
● Collected funds for food and rebuilding
● 11 pallets of food for distribution by the Methodist
Church on the island
● Training and recertifying Early Response volunteers
to serve in the initial phase of recovery
● Assessment team visited Puerto Rico in January
2018; the first ERT trained team served in February

“Here I am,
Lord,
send me.”
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On September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria pummeled
the island of Puerto Rico after wreaking havoc through
the Leeward Islands. Several months later, much of the
island is still without power and access to clean water
in the still unreachable remote mountainous regions.
Maria is the strongest hurricane to hit Puerto Rico
in over 80 years with an estimated $45-$95 billion in
damages to the power grid and other infrastructure.
The entire island was affected, and it will be years
before the people of Puerto Rico can return to a
normal way of life.

DISASTER RESPONSE

DISASTER RESPONSE: TEXAS
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$20K: established two
Volunteer Villages to house
volunteers during
relief and recovery
$40K: purchased a skid steer
to aid in debris removal
$50K: Disaster Recovery
Case Manager hired for the
NW Houston area
$50K: purchased building
supplies for Jefferson and
Orange Counties

Hurricane Harvey, a category 4 hurricane, struck the
Gulf Coast of Texas on August 25, 2017. The hurricane
stalled after landfall and remained a category 3
hurricane for five days, dropping more than 40 inches
of rain and causing profound flooding and damage
from devastating winds. An estimated 200,000 homes
were impacted from Corpus Christi to Houston.
Resurrection initially responded by delivering and
distributing 103 flood relief buckets through the Great
Plains Annual Conference and the United Methodist
Committee on Relief. Soon after, on September 15,
volunteers assembled 1,350 Hygiene Kits with Heart
to Heart International. Then, a seven-person Disaster
Response Chainsaw Crew was deployed to Corpus
Cristi between October 22 and October 27, clearing
debris at six residences impacted by the storm.
After the initial response, donations from Resurrection
totaling $160,000 provided critical support to areas
devastated by the disaster.
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SYRIAN REFUGEES

SYRIAN REFUGEES
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Moved by the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis, particularly
its impact on the lives of 8.4 million children uprooted
from their homes by the conflict, our congregation
provided $70,000 in funding to assist UNICEF USA
and their indigenous partners working to save and
protect these children. Resources helped deliver safe
drinking water, nutrition, health care and education to

children and families — those who still remain trapped
within Syria, and others living in refugee camps in the
surrounding countries. UNICEF USA is offering hope
and relief to an entire generation, and we are honored
to partner with them in this life-changing effort.

$70K from our
Christmas Eve offering aided
Syrian refugee children
through UNICEF USA
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SERVE TRIPS
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SERVE TRIPS
“You know what I learned today, Mom?
If you want to be happy for an hour, play a video game.
If you want to be happy for a whole day, go to an amusement park.
If you want to be happy for an entire lifetime, serve others!”
11 YEAR-OLD BOY ON JUNE NEW YORK CITY TEAM

Serve trips are all about transformation — not simply for
those we have the privilege to serve alongside, but also
for the team members who give of themselves to be
used as God’s instruments of hope and healing. From
prayer to empowerment, and from encouragement
to hope, team members build relationships with our
partners both in the U.S. and across the globe. Let us
take you on a quick journey through pictures of the
different ministries where we serve, and the diversity of
ages, stages and generations of those serving.

US SERVE TRIPS
Across the United States, multi-generational teams
totaling 87 members served in food banks, prepared
meals at rescue missions, sorted and packed
donations. In 2017, team members ranging in age from
5 to 76 answered the call to serve.

In Downtown Denver, we found serving opportunities for all ages
and stages. This team prepared the meal that was cooked and
served to dozens of folks from the Denver Rescue Mission.
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On the streets of New York City, we encountered people in
need of assistance, and serve team members (like the youth
pictured here) were ready to meet some of their basic needs
with food and hygiene bags.

In May, a team spent mornings at Crossroads, a non-profit in
Dallas, TX whose mission is to nourish low-income families by
providing nutritious food and supportive education.

SERVE TRIPS

GLOBAL SERVE TRIPS

523 adults and rezlife
students participated in
serve trips in 2017

A Malawi medical serve team traveled across a bridge on foot
to bring a mobile medical clinic to a remote village lacking
access to even the most basic medical care.

June 2017 Team works to rebuild the Haitian school children
have not been able to attend since Hurricane Matthew struck
in October 2016.
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International serve opportunities range from
construction in Haiti to small business training in
Honduras, and from elementary education in South

Africa to mobile medical clinics in Malawi, Africa — just
to highlight a few of the ways Resurrection teams
serve alongside people around the world. With God’s
love and mercy, lives are being changed.

ZOE
WATER
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ZOE
ZOE brings real solutions
to the global poverty crisis.
Building on a foundation of
indigenous staff, community
leaders and local resources,
ZOE empowers orphans and
vulnerable children to become
entrepreneurs who are socially,
economically and spiritually
strong — transforming entire
communities in the process.

1,120 households and
3,404 sponsored children

WATER
The water crisis in Malawi affects more than 11.7
million people: 1.7 million lack clean drinking water,
and 10 million people lack adequate sanitation,
according to WaterAid. The World Health Organization
(WHO) says 18,200 people die from dirty water and

sanitation-related illnesses each year. The work
Church of the Resurrection does in Malawi makes an
enormous impact on the health and lives of the people
living there, and the teams that support this effort are
an indelible part of this world-changing effort.

In partnership
with Water4, 30 wells
were drilled in 2017,
and thousands
of families now have
access to clean
drinking water
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HONDURAS

HONDURAS

At the Honduras Mission Headquarters in Tegucigalpa, pastors from across the nation
learned about the possibilities of opening their own small businesses to subsidize their
limited pastoral salaries.

Resurrection is supporting education in Honduras
through the Juan Wesley School. More than 400
students were blessed by their new science lab space
as the school year kicked off in February 2018. There
are also more than 100 students sponsored by people
from Resurrection affording them the opportunity
to attend school. As part of their sponsorship, the
students and their families serve within the school
by cleaning, cooking and providing general upkeep or
maintenance. While they receive the gift of education,
they give much in service. The students must also

continue to strive to improve their grades. In fact,
the top ranked graduating students in November
2017 were all sponsored students — students who
otherwise would have been unable to attend school.
Most Methodist Churches in Honduras are located in
rural communities with limited resources which impact
the congregants’ ability to financially support their
local pastor. To assist the pastors in earning a living
wage, Resurrection partnered with Caderh to offer
micro-enterprise training for many of the pastors and
candidates in the ministry.
In 2017, in partnership with the lay leaders at the
Methodist Church in El Obraje, teams worked with
youth and women in Spiritual Gifts classes. Honduran
women often lack confidence as spiritual leaders, and
these classes helped them realize they have each
been uniquely blessed with specific gifts they are
called to use for the Kingdom. Through training and
conversations, both Hondurans and their American
brothers and sisters enjoyed learning more about
themselves, each other, and how much we have in
common. By working and serving together, we can do
mighty things!
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Students at Juan Wesley school are
receiving vital educational opportunities
through Resurrection sponsors.

MINISTRY SPENDING
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2017 MINISTRY SPENDING
Financial information in this report reflects the 2017 calendar year.

$17,983
Administrative &
Communications

$1,346,298
Local Impact
Ministries

2017 SPECIAL
OFFERING &
OTHER GIVING
January 1 – December 31

• Denominational Missions
•
•
•

& Ministry
Commitments 2,244,395
Admininistrative &
Communications 17,983
Local Impact
Ministries
1,346,298
Global Impact
Ministries
776,704

$2,244,395

$776,704

Denominational
Missions
& Ministry
Commitments

Global Impact
Ministries

Total: $4,385,381

GLOBAL IMPACT

LOCAL IMPACT

MINISTRIES

MINISTRIES

ZOE
136,500
Malawi Partnership
111,918
Honduras Partnership
96,689
Haiti Relief & Reconstruction
73,014
Syrian Refugees
70,000
Haiti Partnership
53,940
Global Partner Scholarships
51,935
Denominational Collaborations 45,000
South Africa/DRC Partnership
41,719
Trip Training & Supplies
32,168
Eurasia Partnership
30,973
Microfinance
20,580
Clean water initiativesBoreholes
9,537
Domestic Partnerships
2,732

Backpacks for Hunger
305,070
Disaster Response
185,461
Avenue of Life
158,186
Education & Life Skills/Literacy 116,255
Easter Grant (Britain Center,
Ability KC)
100,000
Furnishings
72,666
Collections (Clothing,
Computers, Cars)
43,792
Hunger Ministry
37,447
Beds
36,927
Mission Vehicles
36,628
JOY in Serving
35,078
Resurrection Mission Center
(RMC)
34,068
Foster & Adopt
25,654
Bless the School
25,626
Moving Expenses (one-time)
24,303
Housing & Construction
19,976
Christmas in October
19,966
Justice (Prison, Stop Human
Trafficking, Life Restoration,
MLK Community Celebration) 15,268
Mary Kelly Center (final year)
14,197
FaithWork
11,355
RezWest Mission Center
10,617
School Uniform & Supplies
9,330
Strategic Initiatives
8,425

Total: $776,704

WANT TO GET
INVOLVED?
Visit our website
to learn about all the
Mission opportunities.

cor.org/serve

Total: $1,346,298

LOCAL IMPACT
MINISTRIES
Christmas Eve 2017 — 665,160
Community Care
Assistance, Rez West
Mission Center, Education
Disaster Relief &
Response
450,569
Backpacks for Hunger 135,540
Easter 2017
100,000
Other
45,800
Furnishings
30,695
Hunger Drives
29,232
Joy In Serving —
Holiday Meals
25,160
Beds
22,372
Education/Life
Skills/Literacy
11,953
School Supplies &
Uniforms
10,825
Collections (Clothing,
Computer, Cars)
2,350
Total: $1,529,656

GLOBAL IMPACT
MINISTRIES
Christmas Eve 2017 — 665,160
Syrian Refugees, ZOE,
Education
Global Scholarships
40,960
Africa Initiatives
31,495
Joy in Serving — Haiti
goats/SA Ditshego
31,152
Sacred Steps 5K
19,779
Clean Water Initiatives
9,814
Total: $798,359

